
 

 
 
 

Martigny, 24 June 2021 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

61st RALLYE INTERNATIONAL DU VALAIS:  
RETURN OF THE BEASTS, 21 TO 23 OCTOBER 2021 

  
Never before has ‘Le Valais’ been so eagerly awaited... Now, the wait is finally over and fans can 
breathe a sigh of relief: the 61st Rallye International du Valais is returning in full force to the roads 
and hills of Switzerland from 21 to 23 October 2021. The relaxation of sanitary restrictions means 
that the event will draw a crowd as always, and the Casernes de Sion site will remain open both to 
the uninitiated and to die-hard fans.  
As for the competition itself, the engines are as revved up as the fans, with the top Swiss and 
international teams in numerous categories set to go head-to-head. Traditionally regarded as the 
event that decides the winner of the Swiss Rally Championship, this year it will also see the Swiss 
teams test their mettle against more international competitors, with big names from France, 
Belgium and other countries (to be confirmed) in attendance. Finally, as the 8th out of the 9 stages 
of the FIA European Historic Rally Championship, the 61st ‘Le Valais’ promises a host of VHCs 
both familiar and new; magnificent, mythical racing cars that continue to inspire awe to this day! 
 
After being locked up in their Covid cages, polished and preened like never before, the beasts are 
returning to Valais; their handlers can't wait to show them off once again. Following a 2019 edition 
featuring a memorable show by Ken Block and a hard fought victory for Olivier Burri, then a lost 
year in 2020 due to Covid restrictions, the organisation is promising a festive, spectacular return of 
the Rallye International du Valais in 2021 open to participants and visitors from around the world. 
 
 

‘Le Valais’, Switzerland's number one rally event 
As traditional as its regional setting, ‘Le Valais’—as it is known—is a classic rally that has stood the 
test of time and adapted to keep pace with the modern era to become the foremost competition in 
Switzerland. It will prove that again this year from 21 to 23 October 2021. 
The beasts will race across the canton from Martigny to Sion, speeding from valley floors to 
winding passes:  
 
• on the 21st, the event kicks off with the Martigny and Col des Planches special stages via a 

new route starting from Chemin-Dessus, which will be followed by the official presentation of 
the teams in Martigny; 

• on the 22nd and 23rd, there will be 14 special stages over more than 180 kilometres of asphalt-
only routes, with the Val des Dix, Veysonnaz and Nendaz special stages on Friday 22, and the 
Crans-Montana, Anzère and Nax special stages on Saturday 23. Of course, both days will see 



 

 
 
 

the drivers passing through the Casernes (barracks) at Sion, much to the delight of the host of 
spectators expected to await them there. 

 
2021 Special Stages:  Thursday 21  → Martigny town centre, Col des Planches 
   Friday 22  → Val des Dix, Veysonnaz, Nendaz and Casernes de 
Sion 
   Saturday 23  → Crans-Montana, Anzère, Nax and Casernes de 
Sion 
 

Objects of fascination, close-up... 
The Rallye International du Valais would be nothing without its Rallye Village: this is the beating 
heart of the event, where you will find entertainment for all the family during the day, exhibitions 
and demonstrations by the Rally Motor Show Emotion (historic and competition vehicles, 
collectors' vehicles, spectacular drifts, and more), and a party atmosphere in the evening. It's the 
perfect place to admire these magnificent beasts up close, breathe in their raw animal scent, 
stretch a hand through the bars and give them a cautious stroke: a veritable fairground of delights! 
 

...and a more legendary Rallye than ever before! 
Let’s not forget, though, that ‘Le Valais’ is first and foremost a sporting competition, bringing 
together numerous categories of vehicles that this year include a strong line-up of VHC historic 
vehicles. These legendary racing cars from Switzerland and elsewhere in Europe will compete in 
the FIA European Historic Rally Championship over the same special stages as their modern 
cousins.  
And of course there's the main event: the Rallye International du Valais competition which, as 
every year, will likely be the race that decides who takes home the title of Swiss Champion. Some 
of Switzerland’s best drivers will be racing on home turf, this time giving international teams a run 
for their money too as ‘Le Valais’ has been granted ‘NPEA’ status (National Stage with 
International Participation Permitted) for the modern categories, which allows the participation of 
foreign teams in the competition; yet another attraction for spectators to enjoy.  
The following categories will feature on this year's programme: 
 
Modern Rally 2021, National Stage with International Participation Permitted:  
FIA ERT Alps Rally Trophy, Swiss Rally Championship, Swiss Rally Cup, Junior Swiss Rally 
Championship, Clio Trophy Swiss and the Swiss Michelin Trophy 
Historic Rally VHC 2021: 
FIA European Historic Rally Championship, Swiss Historic Rally Cup 
European stage of the FIA ERT: 
The best teams in 4 categories: ERT, ERT2, ERT3 and ERT Junior 

 

We can’t wait for you to join us at the 61st ‘Le Valais’ 
from 21 to 23 October 2021, between Martigny and Sion! 
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